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Winchester Frederick County (WinFred) MPO
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE (TAC) Meeting
November 6, 2018 - 10:00 a.m.
Frederick County Administrative Offices - First Floor Conference Room
107 N. Kent Street, Winchester, VA

1. Administrative Items:
a) Welcome and Introductions – Chairman Youmans welcomed everyone to the meeting.
b) Review and approval of the October 2, 2018 Technical Advisory Committee Meeting
Minutes – Motion to approve minutes made by Mr. Eisenach; seconded by Mr. Ruddy. Motion
Carried.
2. Public Comment Period – None reported.
3. Scoping the next VTrans and updated needs assessment

Ms. Taylor introduced Katie Schwing, Office of Intermodal Planning and Investment to present
the following presentation. (attached)
OIPI would like to share information on the approach to the upcoming VTrans Plan
update, along with anticipated engagement with the MPOs.
Mr. Short questioned since VTrans is imperative that the need articulated in VTrans and it
doesn’t compile local transportation plans how can local Governments then insure that their
project needs make their way to at least being acknowledged in the state-wide plans that is as
big as VTrans. Mr. Bishop stated that VTrans acts as a gate keeper for Smart Scale projects, if
you can’t tie yourself to that identified need you get screened out, that is really important for us.
Mr. Eisenach stated that The City of Winchester is not considered an urban development area,
which is strange because we feel the whole city of Winchester should be a UDA considering it is
surrounded by Frederick County’s UDA. He asked how do we get that changed so that we are a
UDA? His second question was, on the regional network what’s the best way to go about getting
some roads added that are important but are not really considered on the regional network? Ms.
Schwing informed us that is it a local process to designate a UDA and you would have to
work with the city council and make an amendment to your comprehensive plan. There is
specific code language that has to be referenced and you also have to designate the boundaries
of your UDA. Also, there’s an expectation that the planning for the UDA area includes
elements of traditional neighborhood design. With the regional network in the past, it has
been designated based on county lines, but the actual roads themselves weren’t really
designated as the regional network, she said to be thinking about this and it can be discussed
more when we meet next time. Mr. Short stated that 85% of economic growth in Virginia
comes from expansion of existing businesses. Economic potential is more important than
present day snapshots.
Mr. Bishop asked if through participation, if everything is being routed through the MPOs and
PDCs or is there still expectation to be able to involve locality staff? Ms. Schwing stated the
main focus is to go through the MPOs because that way they know that there is at least some
conversation beyond just the single locality since they are trying to scale up to the state level but
localities will still be involved in some way.

Mr. Davis brought up that the CTB really valued the Lynchburg regional connectivity study and
that there may be a light version of that being done, he suggested to Ms. Schwing that
the Regional Commission or the MPO could partner or take the lead on that effort to increase
our input into creating something like that, that you all could use as a tool. He asked her if
there would be value in that or is it something that you all want to handle and standardize
across the state? He added that he could think of a couple of resources that we could approach
to discuss partnering or taking the lead to match some of that effort that you all have and
keep it more localized and present it to you rather than you take the lead and have us beg for
participation. Ms. Schwing said this is something that could definitely be discussed, as it is a
great idea. She added that it does need to be somewhat standardized because there needs to be
an equal playing field for everyone.
Action: None requested.
4. Presentation Winchester North-South Bike Route Study – Jason Espie, EPR-PC
Mr. Madera introduced Jason Espie, project manager for the bike study and Bill Wench, president of
EPR Incorporated – sub consultant to Racey Engineering. (presentation attached)
Mr. Youmans stated that he thought the Green Circle Trail was going to run along the South side of
Jubal Early Drive. He thought that for people heading North on Valley Avenue in the bike lane we were
just going to have them stay in the south quadrant and not try to transition over to make a left turn onto
Jubal Early Drive West Bound but instead go with the other Green Circle Trail traffic that is basically
aligning with the cross walk on the left side at the intersection. Mr. Espie said this will be clarified in the
final draft.
Action: None requested.
5. Upcoming Meeting Schedule (MPO Meetings are held at the Frederick County Administrative Offices):
 Project Steering Meeting: TBA
 Policy Board: December 19, 2018
 Technical Advisory Committee: December 4, 2018
6. VDOT/DRPT/Staff Updates – No Updates.
7. Other Business – None reported.
Meeting adjourned at 11:20 a.m.
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Glossary of Acronyms
CAC- Citizen Advisory Committee- Serves as an advisory committee to the MPO Policy Board to solicit public input and provide citizen
perspective on MPO projects; conducts public hearings and public input sessions on selected projects at the direction of the Policy Board.
CLRP – Constrained Long Range Plan – A fiscally-constrained list of projects drawn from the Vision Plan element of the LRTP. All CLRP
projects must have an estimated cost and a revenue source identified.
CMAQ- Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement (CMAQ) Program was implemented to support surface transportation projects
and other related efforts that contribute air quality improvements and provide congestion relief.
FHWA - Federal Highway Administration - Within the US Department of Transportation, FHWA is responsible for highway issues,
including federal laws and regulations related to metropolitan transportation planning.
FTA - Federal Transit Administration- within the US Department of Transportation, FTA is responsible for public transit issues, including
federal laws and regulations related to metropolitan transportation planning.
FTA Section 5303 Funds - This program supports transit planning expenses to support cooperative, continuous, and
comprehensive planning for making transportation investment decisions in metropolitan planning areas.
FTA Section 5310 - Transportation for Elderly Persons and Persons with Disabilities - The goal of the Section 5310 Program is to provide
assistance in meeting the special transportation needs of elderly persons and persons with disabilities. The program is designed to supplement
other FTA or assistance programs by funding transportation projects for elderly person and persons with disabilities in all areas – urbanized,
small urban, and rural.
HSIP - Highway Safety Improvement Program - The overall purpose of this program is to achieve a significant reduction in traffic fatalities
and serious injuries on all public roads through the implementation of infrastructure-related highway safety improvements.
LRTP- Long Range Transportation Plan- Developed and approved by the MPO, the LRTP is a regional plan that includes all transportation
projects and programs that the MPO realistically anticipates can be implemented over the next 25 years. LRTP’s may include a VISION
PLAN, which is a list of all projects (a “wish list”), but must also include a CLRP. In order to receive federal funding, transportation projects
must be included in the LRTP and the TIP.
The FAST Act - On December 4, 2015, President Obama signed the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act (Pub. L. No. 11494) into law—the first federal law in over a decade to provide long-term funding certainty for surface transportation infrastructure planning
and investment. The FAST Act authorizes $305 billion over fiscal years 2016 through 2020 for highway, highway and motor vehicle safety,
public transportation, motor carrier safety, hazardous materials safety, rail, and research, technology, and statistics programs. The FAST Act
maintains our focus on safety, keeps intact the established structure of the various highway-related programs we manage, continues efforts to
streamline project delivery and, for the first time, provides a dedicated source of federal dollars for freight projects. With the enactment of the
FAST Act, states and local governments are now moving forward with critical transportation projects with the confidence that they will have a
federal partner over the long term.
NHPP- National Highway Performance Program - The NHPP provides support for the condition and performance of the National Highway
System (NHS), for the construction of new facilities on the NHS, and to ensure that investments of Federal-aid funds in highway construction
are directed to support progress toward the achievement of performance targets established in a State's asset management plan for the NHS.
STP Funds – Surface Transportation Program funds are Federal Funds disbursed through State DOT’s for Surface Transportation projects.
TAC- Technical Advisory Committee- Serves in an advisory capacity to the Policy Board of the MPO. The TAC works with MPO staff to
formulate the UPWP, the LRTP, and provides technical review and assistance on numerous MPO projects undertaken as called out in the
UPWP.
TIP - Transportation Improvement Program - Approved by the MPO Policy Board, it is a list of projects and programs that will be
implemented over the next six years. In order to receive federal funding, transportation projects must be included in the Constrained Long
Range Plan and the TIP. Amendments are major changes to a project included in the CLRP, TIP or STIP that are not Administrative
Modifications.
UPWP – Unified Planning Work Program- MPOs must adopt and implement an annual work program and budget known as the Unified
Planning Work Program (UPWP). The UPWP identifies all activities to be undertaken by the MPO during the fiscal year which begins July
1st and ends the following June 30th.
VDOT - Virginia Department of Transportation - Agency responsible for statewide transportation facility planning, construction, and
maintenance. VDOT is separate from the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation (VDRPT).
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VTrans:
Virginia’s Statewide Multimodal Transportation Plan

Kick‐off VTrans Update
Win‐Fred MPO TAC Meeting
November 6, 2018
Katie Schwing, AICP
Senior Transportation Planner

Office of Intermodal Planning and Investment (OIPI)
Office of the SECRE TARY of

TRANSPORTATION1

OUTLINE
•
•
•

What is VTrans?
Review of VTrans2040
Kick‐off of VTrans Update
–
–
–
–

•

2

Major components
Key modifications from VTrans2040
Expected outcomes
Tentative timeline

Stakeholder Involvement

Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

WHAT IS VTRANS?
•

VTrans is Virginia’s Multimodal Transportation Plan.
– Provides a backdrop for consistent and coordinated performance‐based
transportation planning between federal, state, regional, and local
agencies.
– Performance‐based, multimodal, long‐range plan that is coordinated
with MPO’s and other stakeholders.
– Includes a Needs Assessment
– Updated at least every four years
– VTrans has a statewide perspective and is not a compilation of local or
regional plans
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Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

OIPI’s ROLE in VTRANS
Secretary of Transportation

Commonwealth
Transportation Board

Performance
Measures

OIPI assists the Commonwealth Transportation Board in the Development of VTrans.
4

Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION
TR4ANSPORTATION

REVIEW OF VTRANS2040
•

Vision, Goals, Objectives and Guiding
Principles were approved by CTB in December
2015
– Needs approved by CTB in December, 2015
– Recommendations approved by CTB in January,
2018

•
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Implementation Plan went to CTB for review
in November, 2018

Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

REVIEW OF VTRANS2040
•

Needs Assessment
– Used a ten‐year horizon
– Identified needs by Travel Market:
• Corridors of Statewide Significance
• Regional Networks
• Urban Development Areas (UDA’s)
• Safety (PSI’s)

•

Recommendations
• Needs from the above categories were
consolidated into one set of needs
• Projects and studies were identified that
could address those needs, and they were
tiered (prioritized) based on analysis and
local input
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Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

REVIEW OF VTRANS2040
•
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Regional
Network
Needs

Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

REVIEW OF VTRANS2040
•

8

CoSS and UDA Needs

Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

REVIEW OF VTRANS2040
•

Current Uses
– Vision, Goals & Objectives, and Guiding Principles
– Overall reference for transportation planning at the state, regional,
and local level

– Needs Assessment
– SMART SCALE (Applications for SMART SCALE must show that they
address one of more VTrans Needs in order to be screened in (move
on to scoring)
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Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

VTRANS UPDATE KICK‐OFF
•
•
•
•
•
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Major components
Key modifications from VTrans2040
Expected outcomes
Tentative timeline
Stakeholder Involvement

Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

MAJOR COMPONENTS

CTB’s
Vision,
Goals and Objectives

11

Mid‐term
Needs
Identification

Long Term
Needs
Identification

Office of the SECRETARY of

Strategic Actions

TRANSPORTATION

MAJOR COMPONENTS (Vision, Goals, and Objectives)
•
•

CTB to review and reaffirm their overall direction for transportation
planning & policy
Vision to be informed by:
–
–
–
–
–
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A public survey
Vulnerability assessment
Demographic and land use trends, opportunities, and challenges
Technology trends, opportunities, and challenges
Financial trends, opportunities, and challenges

Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

MAJOR COMPONENTS (Mid‐term Needs)
•
•

Planning horizon: 0‐ 10 years
CTB to adopt a policy for needs
identification

Ensure that methods are:
Data‐
driven

– Define “transportation need”
– Review of VTrans need categories (e.g. CoSS,
RN, UDA, Safety)
– Utilize adopted Performance Targets, new
measures or Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs)

• Adoption of the mid‐term needs by
December 2019
– Inform SMART SCALE Round 4
13

Standardized

Replicable

Office of the SECRETARY of

Repeatable

More
Transparent

TRANSPORTATION

MAJOR COMPONENTS (Long‐term Needs)
• Planning horizon: 10+ years
• Not an attempt to predict, but to be prepared

• Develop three scenarios, associated needs
and revenue impacts
• Establish connection between mid‐
term and long‐term needs
• Finalize by 2020
14

Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

MAJOR COMPONENTS (Strategic Actions)
•

Develop strategic actions for Board’s
consideration:
– Policy options and recommendations
– Priorities for project planning activities
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Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

KEY MODIFICATIONS
•

VTrans Update aims to:
– Identify challenges and opportunities associated
with trends
– Provide a more complete picture for
transportation investments
• Convey trade‐offs and opportunity cost
associated with policy options
• Relative return on investments
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Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

KEY MODIFICATIONS
•

VTrans Update aims to provide compelling,
easy‐to‐communicate snapshot of existing and
envisioned transportation in Virginia.
– Convey economic benefits associated with
transportation investments
– Identify changes in economic output and
productivity
– Identify regional connectivity needs
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Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

THEMES (Key Modifications)
•
•
•

•

Resilient Transportation
Infrastructure
Smart Transportation
Infrastructure
Smarter Investments

Increase awareness among
public and local agencies

Image Source: USDOT

•
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Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

EXPECTED OUTCOMES
•

Provide policy options for investment decisions to prepare for the future,
such as:
– Which transportation investments support desired growth and economic
development
– Opportunity costs associated with delaying or not pursuing certain investments
– Possible technological changes and associated revenue impacts to prepare for
– Planning considerations for making transportation infrastructure less vulnerable
to extreme natural events
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Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION
TRA
19 NSPORTATION

KEY MILESTONES
Mid‐term
Needs
Identification

CTB’s
Vision,
Goals and Objectives
Existing
Conditions/
Performance
Report

Needs Identification
Methodology
Alternative
Revenue
Scenarios

Public Survey
Trends Analysis

KPI’s

Long Term
Needs
Identification

Alternative
Future
Scenarios

Strategic Actions

Economic
Impact Analysis

Monitoring

Recommendations
and
Prioritization

Trade‐off
Analysis

Freight Plan

Stakeholder and Public Involvement
2019
20

2020

Office of the SECRETARY of

2021

TRANSPORTATION

STAKEHOLDERINVOLVEMENT
•

With MPO’s
– Presentations at MPOs and PDCs throughout the Commonwealth
• Fall/Winter 2018:
– Kick‐off/Approach
• Spring 2019:
– Review Existing Conditions & Trends (to inform Vision)
– Review Economic Profiles
– Discuss Needs Identification Methodology
• Fall 2019:
– Review Draft Mid‐Term Needs
– Informal updates and notifications
– MPO‐initiated discussions
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Office of the SECRETARY of

TRANSPORTATION

STAKEHOLDERINVOLVEMENT
•

With the Public
– Spring 2019:
• Statewide Survey to gauge opinions, attitude, and preferences
towards transportation issues
– Public meetings in all nine CTB districts
– Continued involvement through Spring and Fall Transportation Meetings
– Active online and social media presence
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